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1 Vocabulary 

A. Complete the sentences with the correct word. 

Sign , diversity , fingerprint , addicts , painter 

1.It's difficult for most smokers to accept that they are --------------- . 

2.This French man is a very famous ----------------. 

3. You can see  cultural--------------- in New York. 

4. Deaf people use ------------------ language to communicate. 

1 

2   B. Look at the following pictures and fill in the blanks with appropriate word  

or phrase  
                                                                                      

          
       

1.There are still craftswomen in our country who ------------------- baskets. 

2. There are lots of --------------- in Sheik Lotfollah Mosque. 

3. Eating too much fastfood is -------------------- to your health. 

4. --------------------the grass. 

1 

3 C. Match the words with the definitions.(one definition is extra) 
1. reflect                       a. without worry 

2.prevent                      b. to value somebody or something 

3. calm                          c. to stop something from happening 

4. appreciate                d. relating to the emotions 

                                      e. to show something 

1 

4 D. Write synonym or antonym for following words. 
1. correct #                                                      2. Tiny = 1 



3. simple =                                                       4. Finish # 

5 E. One odd out 
1. a. amazing                        b. probably                         c. wonderful 

2. a. recently                         b. family                              c. slowly 
5.5 

6 F. Choose the best answer. 
1. Everyone has his own ……………… personality and characteristics 

a) diverse                b) decorative              c) unique                  d) surprised 

2. The Sahara is a ………………….. desert in Africa 

a) kind                    b) vast                          c) silver                   d) uncertain 

3. Eating bribery can ………………… high blood pressure 

a) prevent               b) reflect                      c) discover               d) attack 

4. The police insist on knowing the ……………… of the man. 

a) personality         b) relationship             c) notice                   d) identity 

 

 

1 

7 rammarG 
A. Mina is shopping in a supermarket but she doesn't know all the measure 

words. Please help her to do her shopping. 

 

Salesclerk: Good morning! Can I help you? 

Mina: Good morning! I need two …1….of milk  , two ……2…of 

bread a……3……of jam  ,and a …4….of soap  

1 

8 B: Complete the text about Mina by choosing appropriate option. 
Mina is 11 years old. She was born in Esfahan and grew ----1------(up – on ) in Tehran. She 

and her family ------2------ (has lived – have lived) in their house ------3----- (since – for) 

they moved to Tehran. Mina is --------4------ (interesting – interested) in art and wants to 

continue her studies in Tehran University. 

1 

9 C. Choose the best answer 

 .The teacher told Amir -------------- in the class.1 

 a. not to talk            b. don't talk               c. didn't talk           d. not talk 

 .Call me if you -------------a taxi.2 

 a. don't take             b. won't take             c. not take                d. didn't take 

.3.------------- already seen this movie! Let's change the channel to the news 

 a. We've                    b. We haven't             c. We're                    d. we 

3 



. My mother is tired of------------- Iranian food.4 

 a. cook                       b. to cook                    c. cooking                 d. cooked 

5. Mahsa is going to eat two pieces of --------------. 

 a. milk                       b. juice                         c. cake                      d. rice 

1. The glass is almost empty. There is -------------- water in it. 

 a. few                         b. little                          c. a little                   d. some                     

15 D. Unscramble the following sentences.  

 .never/ Cathy/ to/ China/ has/ traveled/ yet.1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

2. jump/ hurt/ river/ into/ the/ you / yourself/ will/ if/ you. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2 

11 E.Read the paragraph and fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words 

in parentheses. 

All of us are( 1) . . . . . . . . (interest ) in learning a new language. We know (2) . . . . . . . 

.(learn ) a new language will be easy if we practice a lot. I was happy( 3) . . . . . . . . .(hear ) 

that. I asked him (4). . . . . . . . ( not forget) his promise. 

 

1 

12 F. According to the pictures answer the following question. 

1. What will happen if you learn English well?                        

2. What have they bought for dinner? 

                              

2 

13 G. Each sentence has an error. Find error then write the correct form.  

1. The students have practiced English for yesterday morning. 

2. He quitted to learn English and decided to learn French instead. 

3. If you save a lot of money, you could buy a car this year. 

4. Does your teacher remember the names of all thirty five students? 

1. -------------          2. ----------------      3. --------------      4. ---------------- 

1 

14 Writing 

A. Read the following sentence and find the subject, verb, object and adverb of 

time  

 1. Next summer, his uncle will produce a new product. 

Subject: ---------------verb:----------- object:----------- adverb of time: -------------  

1 



15 B. Find prefix and suffix in following sentence. 
My uncle reads and rewrites the text carefully. 

Prefix: -------------------                    Suffix:----------------------- 

5.5 

16 c. Make the following words negative by adding prefixes. 

1.possible:----------------------                    2. Complete:------------------- 

3. like: --------------------------                    4. Order: ---------------------- 

1 

17 Reading 

B. read the text and complete with correct words. 
Iranian art is quite famous all around the world. There are very excellent 

collections of Persian art in ……1…… museums of the world. If we want to 

name countries with the richest art and cultural ……2……, Iran is among 

them. Persian art is famous in the world for ……3……moral and social 

values of Iranian people and the natural beauty of this ……4……country.  

1. a. a little                b. little                   c. much                 d. many  

2. a. nationality        b. metal                 c. diversity            d. income  

3. a. reflecting          b. reflect                c. reflected            d. to reflect 

4. a. decorative         b. vast                    c. local                  d. unique 

1 

18 Handicrafts 

Handicrafts are good examples of the art and culture of a country. By 

handicrafts, we mean making decorative items in a skillful way using our 

hands. Each country and culture has its own handicrafts. Making and selling 

handicrafts are good ways to help a country’s economy and introduce its 

culture to other nations. Many people of the world produce handicrafts and 

sell them to tourists. In some Asian countries, a part of the country’s income 

comes from making and selling handicrafts. 

 1. In making handicrafts, we use ……. in a skillful way.  

a. hands                 b. items                      c. country  

2. By making handicrafts, we help the ……. of a country. 

 a. tourists              b. economy                c. culture 

 3. The pronoun “its” in paragraph 1, line 2, refers to…. . 

 a. culture               b. handicrafts           c. country 

 4. The pronoun “them” in paragraph 2, line 2, refers to…. .  

a. handicrafts        b. people                    c. world  

5. Part of a country’s income comes only from making handicrafts. 

 a. true                    b. false  

1. Handicrafts reflect the culture of a country. 

 a. true                    b. false 

1.5 



19 The Louvre museum is one of the largest and most important museums in the 

world. It is housed in the expansive Louvre Palace, situated at the heart of 

Paris .The collection of the Louvre Museum was first established in the 

sixteenth century as the private collection of King Francis 1. One of the works 

of art he bought was the now famous Mona Lisa painting. The collection 

grew steadily thanks to donations and purchases by the king 

In 1973, during the French Revolution, the Louvre became a national art 

museum and the private collection opened to the public 

The museum has a collection of over one million works of art, of which about 

350333 are on display, spread out over three wings of the former palace. 

The museum has a diverse collection ranging from the Antiquity up to the 

mid-nineteenth century Some of the most famous works of art in the museum 

are the Nike of Samothrace, the Dying Slave by Michelangelo and of course 

Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa    

1. The Louvre is in France. TRUE FALSE  

2. Only the King's family can visit the museum. TRUE FALSE  

3. When did the Louvre become a national art museum? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

  4. How many works of art are there in the Louvre  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

5. Find a synonym for "Well-known": ………………… and an antonym for 

"smallest":----------------- 

2.5 
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1 Vocabulary 

A. Complete the sentences with the correct word. 

1.----------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.---------------- 

1 

2   B. Look at the following pictures and fill in the blanks with appropriate word 

or phrase                                                                                                  

  1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------

1 



- 

3 C. Match the words with the definitions.(one definition is extra) 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 
1 

4 D. Write synonym or antonym for following words. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 
1 

5 E. One odd out 

1.---------------------                                   2.--------------------         
5.5 

6 F. Choose the best answer. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 
1 

7 Grammar 

A. Mina is shopping in a supermarket but she doesn't know all the measure 

words. Please help her to do her shopping. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 

1 

8 B: Complete the text about Mina by choosing appropriate option. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 
1 

9 C. Choose the best answer 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     

 4.--------------------      5.-------------------         1.------------------- 

                   

3 

15 D. Unscramble the following sentences.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.1 

2. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2 

11 E.Read the paragraph and fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words 

in parentheses. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 

1 

12 F. According to the pictures answer the following question. 

1.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                              

2 



13 G. Find four writing errors in the following text and rewrite them correctly.  

1. -------------          2. ----------------      3. --------------      4. ---------------- 
1 

14 Writing 

A. Read the following sentence and find the subject, verb, object and adverb of 

time.  

Subject: ---------------verb:----------- object:----------- adv of time: -------------  

1 

15 B. Find prefix and suffix in following sentence. 

Prefix: -------------------                    Suffix:----------------------- 
5.5 

16 c. Make the following words negative by adding prefixes. 

1. ----------------------                    2. ------------------- 

3. --------------------------               4. ---------------------- 

1 

17 Reading 

B. read the text and complete with correct words. 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------     4.--------------- 

1 

18 Handicrafts 

1.---------------------     2.--------------------        3.-------------------    

  4.-------------------      5.-------------------         1.------------------- 

 

1.5 

19 1.---------------------      2.-----------------------      3.---------------------- 

4.---------------------       5.---------------------------/------------------------- 
2.5 
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